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Call for Input: 

Proposal for single bencher election date  
  

The Governance Task Force 2016 is considering changing the bencher election process so there is a 
single election date for the lawyer and paralegal bencher elections. Currently, the elections are held in 
different years.  
 
The Task Force is proposing that the first single election be held on April 30, 2019, which is the 
scheduled date for the next lawyer bencher election.  
 
This would require a one-year extension of the current paralegal bencher term, as the scheduled date for 
the next paralegal bencher election is March 29, 2018. 
 
The elections would occur at the same time with separate ballots for lawyers and paralegals. Lawyers 
would continue to elect lawyer benchers, and paralegals would continue to elect paralegal benchers.  
 
Paralegals and lawyers are invited to submit comments to the Task Force on this proposal. 
  
Background  
 
The difference in paralegal and lawyer election dates primarily arises from issues considered during the 
implementation of paralegal regulation. In 2008, the Paralegal Standing Committee recommended the 
following to Convocation:  

 

“The paralegal election should not coincide with the existing bencher election, to  

a) permit holding the first election sooner than the scheduled [lawyer 

bencher] election in 2011;  

b) avoid a situation where all members of the Paralegal Standing 

Committee are newly elected or appointed (because the paralegal 

members start their term of office at the same time as the lawyer 

benchers and lay benchers), and  

c) avoid a hiatus where there is effectively no Paralegal Standing 

Committee in place during the election of benchers, and subsequently, 

the election of the Treasurer.”  

 

The experience of the paralegal benchers has evolved over the past nine years, and governance 

changes have also been made.  

 

In the first paralegal election in 2010, according to the structure then in place, five paralegals were 

elected by paralegal licensees as members of the Paralegal Standing Committee. Two of those 

paralegals were then elected as benchers by the paralegal and lay members of the Committee. 

 

Over the course of their term, all paralegal members of the Paralegal Standing Committee — the two 

elected benchers and the three other paralegals elected to the committee — became engaged in 
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committee and other work beyond that of the Paralegal Standing Committee. The three members of the 

Committee who were not benchers were also invited to attend Convocation.  

 
In 2013, the Law Society Act was amended to increase the number of paralegal benchers from two to 

five. In the second paralegal election, in 2014, five paralegal benchers were directly elected to 

Convocation and also became members of the Paralegal Standing Committee. 

 

The proposed single election date 

 

In the view of the Task Force, the disparity in dates, for the reasons outlined in 2008, no longer serves a 

useful governance purpose and arguably affects the integrity of governance.  

 

Holding lawyer bencher elections and paralegal bencher elections at different times requires significant 

additional work and additional costs. Further, all benchers engage in the strategic planning exercise of 

Convocation, which follows the lawyer bencher election, a period of more than one year after the 

paralegal bencher election. 

 
With two paralegal bencher elections now having occurred and with full integration of paralegals into the 

Law Society’s governance processes, a single election date for all benchers seems appropriate. 

 
The least disruptive option to bring the elections into co-ordination would be to extend the term of the 
current elected paralegal benchers by one year and hold both elections at the time of the next lawyer 
bencher election on April 30, 2019.  
 
Opportunity for comment 

 
Paralegals and lawyers are invited to submit comments to the Task Force on this proposal. The Task 
Force will then prepare a report for decision by Convocation, informed by the comments received. 
 
Submissions* may be made by email or regular mail by April 28, 2017. 

 
policyconsultation@lsuc.on.ca 
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Policy Secretariat 
The Law Society of Upper Canada 
Osgoode Hall, 130 Queen St West 
Toronto, ON M5H 2N6 

 

*Submissions will be provided to the Task Force and to Convocation and may be reproduced, and/or 

made publicly available by the Law Society, with attribution.  
 
The Law Society reserves the right to redact submissions at its discretion, for reasons including the 

protection of confidentiality, copyright, and brevity.   
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